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Abstract 

Cultural differences are brought to attention basically in cross-cultural communication where members of each 

culture start to compare and contrast their culture to the cultures of their addressees. While some cultures like Arabic 

can be described as high context cultures for basically depending on non-verbal communication, other cultures might 

be low context cultures for relying basically on words. In cross-cultural communication, i.e. communication between 

speakers from different cultural backgrounds, speakers are not expected to find it difficult to understand their addressees 

as long as they have the required semantic and pragmatic competence. The present study examines the occurrence of 

cross-cultural pragmatic failure in a Jordanian social drama focusing on how pragmatic failure might contribute to 

communication breakdown. It is an attempt to identify aspects and sources of pragmatic failure in both Arabic and 

English, and to investigate how cultural factors might influence language use of native and non-native speakers. 

Keywords: Pragmatic failure; cross-cultural communication; politeness; sociolinguistics. 

1. Introduction 

Pragmatics is basically concerned with speaker's intended meaning that is established in relation to 

language and context. Thus, it emphasizes the view of the speech event as a performative one that relies on 

the collaborative efforts of both speaker and hearer. It explores how hearers interpret utterances and how 

the speakers manipulate their linguistic resources to convey the intended meaning abiding by the available 

social conventions. While Levinson (1983) sees pragmatics as an "inferential process”; Verschueren’s 

(1999: 1) defines it as the “study of linguistic phenomena from the point of view of their usage properties 

and processes." Earliest attempts to tackle such an aspect of meaning dates back to Austin whose views of 

meaning operating on two levels of the said and the meant paved the way for many studies that started to 

scrutinize aspects of intended meaning in various genres. Austin (1962, 1-2) states: 

…in recent years, many things which would once have been accepted without question 

as ‘statements’ by both philosophers and grammarians have been scrutinized with 

new care… It has come to be commonly held that many utterances which look like 

statements are either not intended at all, or only intended in part, to record or impart 

straightforward information about the facts…Along these lines it has by now been 

shown piecemeal, or at least made to look likely, that many traditional view 

philosophical perplexities have arisen through a mistake-the mistake of taking as 

straightforward statements of fact utterances which are either (in interesting non-

grammatical ways) nonsensical or else intended as something quite different. 
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Whatever we may think of any particular one of these views and suggestions…it 

cannot be doubted that they are producing a revolution in philosophy. 

Several linguistic strategies can be employed by language users to convey pragmatic meaning such as 

indirect speech acts, presupposition and implicature depending on the social context and speakers' 

communicative competence. Though communication might flow smoothly most of the time, sometimes 

this flow is interrupted by the addressee's inability to capture the intended meaning. The concept of 

pragmatic failure was first introduced by Jenny Thomas in her article Cross-cultural Pragmatic Failure in 

1983 where she defines it as “the inability to understand what is meant by what is said” (1983, 22). 

According to Thomas, cross-cultural pragmatic failure occurs when interlocutors have different linguistic 

and cultural backgrounds. This usually leads to instances of communication breakdown. If they apply their 

own value system and cultural background to the different culture they will fail to understand the intended 

meaning. Thomas (1983, 94) considered this inability as an aspect of cross cultural communication 

breakdown thus extending the term cross cultural pragmatic failure to refer not only to communication 

between native and non-native speakers but to any participant involved in a speech event who does not 

have a common linguistic or cultural background with the other participant in the same event. For Thomas 

meaning operates on two levels; level 1 speaker's meaning where sense and reference are assigned to 

meaning and level 2 speaker's meaning where force or value are assigned to words. Pragmatic maxims 

operate on level 2 so that force is assigned to an utterance. 

Force as a concept was first introduced by Austin (1962) who used the term illocutionary force to refer 

to the communicative implications of a speech act. It was elaborated on by Searle (1968, 407) who states 

that an utterance following what he called “conditions of successful utterance” has illocutionary force 

derived from their locutionary meaning such as the utterance 'I promise you.' So the meaning of an utterance 

is derived from both its literal meaning (locutionary) and its force or illocutionary meaning. Therefore, an 

utterance may have different pragmatic forces according to the context in which it is used. Thomas (1983) 

argues that what causes pragmatic failure to occur is the hearer's inability to assign the force to the utterance 

as the speaker wanted or expected him to do, rather than his failure to understand the sense or reference of 

the words uttered by the speaker in the speech event. Moreover, a distinction is made between pragmatic 

failure and errors. Normally, errors are more related to perspective rules, while pragmatic failure is 

associated with communicative competence, and classified into pragmalinguistic failure and 

sociopragmatic failure (Thomas 1983, 99-104). The former is caused by the speaker's failure to assign the 

required force to an utterance as a result of negative transfer or teaching errors; while the latter (taken from 

Leech 1983: 10—11) refers to the inability to assess social distance, relative power rights and obligations 

due to the cultural differences caused by 'the differences in the linguistic encoding of pragmatic force'. 

Cross-cultural different assessments of the relative importance of pragmatic principles can result in 

pragmatic failure; this happens if contradiction exists between two pragmatic principles. Therefore, what is 

polite in one culture might be impolite in another, and what may be systematically valued as high in one 

culture might be scaled down as low in another culture. For example, hospitality might be valued above 

truthfulness in Arab societies. That's why the Arabic culture is perceived of as high context cultures because 
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it basically depends on non-verbal communication; while other cultures might be seen as low context 

cultures because of their reliance on words. In cross-cultural communication, i.e. communication between 

interlocutors from different cultural backgrounds, speakers are not expected to find it difficult to understand 

their addressees as long as they have the required semantic and pragmatic competence. 

2. Review of Related Literature 

Studies on pragmatic failure dealt either with its causes or tackled sources of pragmatic failure among 

non-native speakers. Kasper, (1992) attributes pragmatic failure to what he calls pragmatic transfer. It 

normally takes place when speakers rely on the pragmatic norms of their first language in an intercultural 

interaction, where the speaker is ignorant of the communicative norms in L2, or when the social 

communicative norms are not shared in L1 and L2 cultures. Another cause is cultural overgeneralization 

and cultural stereotyping of Americans' or Arabs' communicative norms. Other causes of pragmatic failure 

were ascribed by some scholars to the cultural orientation. Hu Guolin and Benjun (2008) postulate that the 

pragmatic failure in business English is related to the mental culture classifying Chinese culture as 

humanistic culture and Western culture as the scientific culture. Other studies which accounted for 

pragmatic failure from a contrastive linguistic perspective are Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984); Brown and 

Levinson (1987); Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (1989). 

Pragmatic failure among native and non-native speakers is examined by Peeters, (2009) who classifies 

pragmatic failure into endo-and exolingual. The term endolingual is coined to refer to speakers speaking 

the same native language while exolingual refers to speakers not sharing the same native language. 

Pragmatic failure among non-native speakers is attributed to cultural misunderstanding. This failure might 

not be tolerated by native speakers who view it as an impolite behaviour (Grzega 2005, Yangye Xu 2016) 

investigated patterns of pragmatic failure in English establishing a hierarchical structure to analyze areas 

of pragmatic failure in the fuzzy words, people’s names, tense and mood; the scheme layer is the food 

culture, traditional culture and etiquette culture. The study revealed that the probability of pragmatic failure 

for the food culture in business English is the highest, followed by the etiquette culture.  

Other scholars looked at pragmatic failure as a means of understanding how successful communication 

takes place. Different scholars (Gumperz and Tannen 1979, Stubbs 1983, Coupland et al. 1991, Gumperz 

and Tannen 1979) introduced ‘an Intercultural Adaptation Model (IAM)' that concentrates exclusively on 

demonstrating the course of action of ‘communicative adjustment’ in initial cross-cultural interactions. In 

particular, this study aims at representing how people could or could not accomplish comprehension during 

initial intercultural encounters. Moreover, the IAM model clarifies how people’s' previous intercultural 

experiences could facilitate or encumber their accommodation efforts when dealing with someone from a 

different culture. 

He Ziran (1988) claims that pragmatic failure is seen as a “failure to achieve the desired 

communicative effect in communication”. In his point of view instances of pragmatic failure are not to be 

perceived of as the errors in diction, but rather those mistakes failing to accomplish their communicative 

effects because of ‘infelicitous style’, ‘incompatible expressions’, and ‘improper habit’ (He Ziran 1997). 
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In attempting to explain the reasons for pragmatic failure, researchers (Thomas 1983, Tannen 1984, 

House 1990, Hurley 1992, Kasper 1992, Hale 1996) seem to have completely restricted their description to 

the role that the non-native speaker assumes during his/her interaction in intercultural communication 

context. Consequently, the above mentioned scholars seem to be in agreement with the justification that 

pragmatic failure may arise from developmental and proficiency factors such as: first, negative transfer of 

discourse stretches or linguistic strategies owing to a certain tendency to translate L1 linguistic strings 

directly into the L2; second, undue overgeneralizations of L2 forms to inappropriate settings; third, the use 

of inadequate prosody; fourth, anxiety to communicate as clearly as possible; fifth, lack of cultural 

knowledge; sixth, excessive and restrictive usage of textbook language;  finally, the limited language to 

which learners are exposed in the classroom. 

With regard to the hearers ‘understanding of pragmatic failure, Kasper (1984) claims that “activation 

of appropriate mental frames and schemata as well as the selection of the adequate processing strategy 

(topdown or bottom-up)” would considerably establish successful understanding. Some schemata are seen 

as specific to certain cultures and could cause the hearers to deduce the linguistic behaviour in a different 

way from how the native speakers would normally understand it (Long 1989, Shakir and Farghal 1991).  

In the context of top-down processing mentioned above, it seems satisfactory when the communicative 

interactions are conventionalized. In such situations, normally hearers would have fixed expectations of 

what they are possibly to meet, thus they would trigger higher-order frames. At the same time, bottom-up 

processing might be instigated when hearers are confronted with vague situations or lack the required 

schemata that are relevant to the aspects of the communicative events. 

In a different study, Eshreteh (2018) investigated politeness strategies in Palestinian society in an 

attempt to outline the potential causes of pragmatic failure in cross-cultural communication. His data was 

elicited from naturally occurring conversations focusing basically on what he referred to as paying bills 

battles after having meals or drinks. His study provided some examples of what happened in these battles 

to pay. The study concluded that these battles can seem hypocritical and imposing to other cultures, thus 

causing instances of pragmatic failure. 

The aforementioned studies have tackled pragmatic failure in different fields; educational, business 

and social. This study in contrast brings the phenomenon to a different dimension; it particularly 

investigates pragmatic failure in media discourse.  

3. The Present Study 

The present study investigates types and sources of pragmatic failure in a Jordanian comedy show 

entitled 'Eljar Gabl Eldar' or ‘My American Neighbour’. The first four seasons of this comedy take place 

in Jordan where events revolve around an American writer who moves to Amman to have enough time to 

continue writing his book. His Jordanian neighbours treat him in a friendly way, but sometimes they take 

him for granted. Humour in this comedy is derived basically from cultural differences that lead to instances 

of communication breakdown or instances of lack of communication. This study examines the occurrence 

of cross-cultural pragmatic failure in the above mentioned comedy show focusing on how pragmatic failure 
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might contribute to impoliteness. It is an attempt to identify aspects and sources of pragmatic failure in both 

Arabic and English. It also investigates how cultural factors might influence language use of native and 

non-native English speaking actors. This is done by adopting the taxonomy suggested by Thomas 

(1983).Since the basic component of conversation analysis is speakers' verbal behaviour, it is adopted as a 

means of data selection and analysis. Data for this study could be considered naturalistic in the sense that 

researchers were not required to conduct experiments or interviews to elicit data. A random sample of 

episodes of ‘Eljar Gabl Eldar’ was downloaded from YouTube, and then the sample was transcribed paying 

full attention to all factors triggering pragmatic failure. Words were transcribed as they were pronounced, 

thus preserving the Jordanian dialect. Pragmatic failure examples were then identified and classified into 

two categories, namely, pragmalinguistic failure and sociopragmatic failure. 

4. Pragmalinguistic failure 

Pragmalinguistic failure is attributed to interlocutors’ inability to understand the illocutionary force of 

an utterance whereby the speaker is trying to assert, suggest, demand or promise. It is caused by the 

difference of the pragmatic force of a linguistic structure between the mother tongue and other languages. 

This leads to pragmalinguistic transfer, where speech-act strategies are inappropriately transferred from 

mother tongue to other languages. For example, a Jordanian speaker may try to calm an angry English 

speaker down using the phrase ‘Wahhid Allah’ which literally means ‘say there is no God but Allah.’ 

Though the illocutionary force of this phrase is to calm the addressee down, it will create pragmalinguistic 

failure since the addressee will interpret the utterance as an offense. Thomas (1983) attributes this type of 

pragmatic failure to the transfer of cultural norms and patterns of the mother tongue to situations where the 

foreign language is used. This can be seen in the examples below. 

Situation 1 

[S1. E8. 06:32-7:03] 

The American neighbour stops at a red light which has just turned red as he is used to do in his country, but 

he gets surprised by the order Trad (his Jordanian friend) gives to him to run the red light as seen below. 

Later, Ricky overgeneralizes the rule and tries to run another red light, but is then stopped by Trad who told 

him he had to stop, because of the existence of a traffic camera on the road. 

Turn1. Trad: w..w…why you are slowly? 

Turn2. Ricky: It’s a red light! 

Turn3. Trad: Go! Go! Go! 

Turn4. Ricky: Why?! It’s a red light! 

Turn5. Trad: Go! It’s not very red. It’s not very hot! Lissa ma jamarat Emshi!(It has not become very red) 

Turn6. Ricky: I’m going 

Turn7. Trad: yalla go…go…go, this is rule number 4, when you see the red you have to know that 2 

second after, the red is still green. 

Turn8. Ricky: really it’s a rule? 
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Turn9. Trad: stop …stop 

Turn10. Ricky: it’s a red light you said go 

Turn11. Trad: I know … there is a camera, red is red, yellow is red. 

In this situation Rickey is having his first driving experience in Jordan. His friend Trad acts as his 

driving instructor, but instead of teaching him driving he teaches him all the drivers' conventions in Jordan 

i.e. when to abide by traffic regulations and when to breach them. In turn 2 Rickey's utterance in a form of 

an exclamatory sentence " It’s a red light!" is an example of a lack in the communication that is going 

between both interlocutors and is seen as a source of pragmatic failure for Rickey. Trad's replies in Turns 

3 and 5 come in the forms of orders and justifications for why Ricky should keep driving and run the red 

light according to the Jordanian conventions of driving. For our purposes here, the justification provided in 

turn 5 is an example of pragmalinguistic failure, where Trad resorts to literal translation from Arabic "Go! 

It’s not very red. It’s not very hot! Lissa ma jamarat Emshi!" Here Trad is drawing on the Jordanian cultural 

linguistic patterns of drawing on the contrast between amber and red, when he said it has not glazed yet. 

The metaphorical extension here is related to charcoal when it catches fire and becomes glazing hot (very 

red). The reference here is that the driver still has a very short time to run the traffic light. 

Later, another failure happens in the conversation due to overgeneralization of norms from Rickey's 

end and lack of instruction from Trad’s end. As Rickey is approaching the second traffic light he speeds up 

(overgeneralizes the convention) in order to run the traffic light, Yet, Trad, contrary to what he said earlier, 

orders Rickey to 'stop' in turn 9. Rickey gets shocked and confused by the contradiction, and makes 

declarative utterance in which he explained his sense of loss and confusion. However, Trad delivers him 

with a second driving convention in turn11 using his direct translation in the utterance he made, where he 

transfers the cultural norms and linguistic patterns " I know … there is a camera, red is red, yellow is red" 

which means that if you know or see a camera at the traffic light then you have to stop at the amber light.  

Cross-culturally different assessments of the relative importance of pragmatic principles when there 

is a conflict among pragmatic principles can also contribute to pragmatic failure. Jordanian Arabic, like 

many other regional dialects of Arabic favours compliments in daily interaction. When someone says that 

‘you have a nice dress or watch’, it is normal to say ‘you can have it.’ This is meant as a compliment, not 

as a real offer. It is considered impolite to take such an offer literally. In the following example, Rickey 

tells Abu Trad that his watch is nice. Ricky who is still new to the country and is unfamiliar with its social 

norms, faces lots of difficulty in conducting himself socially in Trad's party (for passing the high school 

exams). After having a little chat with Trad, Ricky speaks loudly to congratulate Abu Trad who calls upon 

him to come and sit next to his side. As Abu Trad was heading to his seat next to Ricky he started welcoming 

Ricky who admired his watch. Abu Trad, following the social convention of compliments in Jordanian 

Arabic and abiding by tact maxim of politeness says that Rickey can have it and Rickey takes it as a result. 

In such cases: saying you can have it as a gift, is not meant to be taken as an offer, it is supposed to be a 

compliment. 
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Situation 2 

[S.1, E.1, 05:25-06:04] 

Turn1. Abu Trad: (Arabic)ya haiallah ya haiallah?ahlin shlunak Welcome, welcome! How are you? 

Turn2. Ricky: (English) Hey, he did a great job! Congratulations! Very good. 

Turn3. Abu Trad: (Arabic) tislam tislam Thank you 

Turn4. Ricky: (English) Hey that’s a very nice watch 

Turn5. Abu Trad: (Arabic) mgadamih You can have it. 

Turn6. Trad: (Arabic and English) mgadamih ya9ni take it 

Mgadameh means take it  

Turn7. Ricky: (English) Take it? Really? I can have that? 

Turn8. Abu Trad: (Arabic)?ah yazalamih 

Yes, man. 

Turn9. Trad: (Arabic)?ah 

Turn10. Ricky: (English) ok…sure. Thank you. It is a nice watch. It’s so nice of you, really Thank you, 

great party, you guys are too nice. I gotta go write…so I’m gonna leave. 

In this example, the pragmalinguistic failure results from the transfer of the cultural norms and patterns 

of the source language into the target language. Ricky clumsily tries to conduct himself as a cheerful person 

for his Arab friend for the warm reception of the father, so he offers a courteous compliment to him in 

turn.2 where he said "Hey, he did a great job! Congratulations! Very good." Then, for the purpose of 

keeping the conversation running smoothly with Abu Trad, Rickey made another compliment about Abu 

Trad's watch in turn.4 "that’s a very nice watch". The reply of Abu Trad came contrary to Rickey's cultural 

expectations. Normally, such a compliment requires a thank from the hearer's end according to Ricky's 

culture. Instead, Abu Trad who responded according to the cultural conventions in Jordan i.e. where 

admiration and compliments about personal outlook are met with an offer of the item being admired 

extended or made to the admirer as is done in turn.5. Thus, a lack of communication takes place between 

the interlocutors where Rickey is ignorant about the conventions of declining such an offer, and Abu Trad 

is in the predicament of withstanding the offer. Rickey's reply in turn 7 "Really? I can have that?" is 

evidence that he got it culturally all wrong. And from another perspective (the western perspective) it is 

impolite to decline a courteous offer that is made toward him. So he took it.  

5. Sociopragmatic Failure 

This type of pragmatic failure is strongly associated with cultural differences related to social factors 

such as social status, power and gender relations and social hierarchies. It is generally caused by cultural 

differences related to the conventional perception of what is considered to be appropriate in a given social 

context. It may also occur as a result of the different assessment of the size of imposition in a particular 

situation. For example, asking about someone's salary is common in some Arab countries, but this could be 
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perceived of as offensive in American culture. The example below deals with sociopragmatic failure that 

is caused by Trad’s ignorance about the cultural conventions of expressing his admiration of another man 

in USA. 

Situation 3 

[S4. E15. 24:10-24:17] 

Turn1. Trad: I really like you. (Trad moves closer and tries to kiss Mr. Fahi) 

Turn2. Mr.Fahi: No kisses. 

Turn3. Trad: Just one. 

Turn4. Mr.Fahi: Just none. 

Trad's failure to decide on what is culturally appropriate in the expressive speech act he uttered " I 

really like you" that is accompanied with a kissing attempt in turn 1 is evidence of Trad’s inability to assess 

the size if imposition with his interlocutor Mr. Fahi. In Arabic culture, it is normal for a man to kiss another 

man when greeting him or in an act of showing admiration i.e. to show mutual respect and admiration. By 

contrast, Mr. Fahi in turn 2 protests and directly declines the kissing act producing a warning "No kisses". 

This instance of sociopragmatic failure instigates laughter to the audience and thus achieves its comic effect. 

Trad's intention was to show respect and admiration but his act was misunderstood by Mr. Fahi.  

The next situation is also another example of sociopragmatic failure that results from the social 

misconceptions about how to carry out the speech act of greeting across sexes in the two cultures. 

Situation 4 

[S.2.E.9. 23:17-23:58] 

Turn1. Ricky: This is amazing day. 

Turn2. Salma: I know, I never thought it would be that fun actually. I always thought of you as a player. 

Turn3. Ricky: A player? 

Turn4. Jessica: (hugs Ricky as she is crying) Oh, God, so good to see you. 

Turn5. Salma: (Screaming in annoyance and anger) Oh, my God, first Mono Liza and now This Jessica 

Simpson thing,I can't believe you Ricky. NO WAY! (she walks away). 

Turn6. Ricky: Salma, no, wait; it's a hug American woman hug. It means nothing, it is just a hug. 

In this situation Ricky is very happy that he has managed to make up with the Jordanian girl he loves 

(Salma). He walked her home as she also lives in the same neighbourhood. Rickey's happiness is verbalized 

in turn 1 by producing a direct expressive speech act about the day. Salma directly and explicitly agrees 

with Ricky in Turn2 where she made a direct statement in which she expresses her happiness about the time 

she has spent with Ricky that day. However, the sociopragmatic failure in communication takes place 

because of the appearance of Jessica in Turn 4. Jessica was returning home and was very upset about the 

bad adventure she had with Trad; so she wanted someone that she can relate to in order to vent her bad 

feelings to him. This is where she bumped into Ricky and Salma. The failure is mainly caused by the 
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cultural differences related to the speech act of greeting. In the American context, it is normal for a female 

to hug a male friend whenever they meet and greet one another. However, this is not tolerated in the 

Jordanian culture between acquaintances from the opposite sexes. Thus, Jessica's greeting by means of 

hugging her American friend Ricky in Turn 4 constituted an instance of sociopragmatic failure to Salma, 

who has misinterpreted the social distance between Ricky and Jessica i.e. she thought that Jessica is Ricky's 

girlfriend, and Ricky is being a player. This impression has been referenced in Salma's mind as she has 

made such comment of Ricky in Turn 2. Of course, Salma operating with the mindset of a Jordanian woman 

expresses her annoyance and shock about what happened in turn 5 and decides to leave him. Ricky now is 

in the predicament of clarifying this cultural gap of performing the speech act of greeting in the American 

culture i.e. hugging a female friend is a simple greeting act and it is not an expression of love.  

6. Conclusion  

Most work on pragmatic failure has been done in the field of language teaching/learning (Thomas 

1983, Luo and Gao 2011, Jingwei 2013). However, studies on pragmatic failure in social media discourse 

are relatively new territory. This study has contributed to expanding the attention given to this outlet. 

Instances of pragmatic failure can be seen as a means of manipulating social goals i.e. to create humour in 

the context of media discourse of cross cultural interactions. Soap operas' directors and scenarists may 

employ instances of pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic failure to manipulate their audience and cause 

them to laugh. It is worth mentioning that the provided analysis in the situations above are attempts made 

by the present researchers in a subjective way in their capacity as discourse analysts being bilinguals of 

both languages English and Arabic, in addition to their familiarity with  American culture as well as being 

members of the Jordanian culture. In this sense this analysis is meant to be tentative and is by no means  

exhaustive. It is hoped further studies on pragmatic failure in media discourse can shed light on how screen 

writers and comedians utilize types of pragmatic failure in their discourse. 
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  ردنيألعالم ااإلقصور فهم المعنى الداللي البين ثقافي في الخطاب اللغوي في 

  وفاء أبو حطب، محمد البدوي
  قسم اللغة االنجليزية، جامعة الزرقاء، األردن

  

  الملخص

تتجلى االختالفات الثقافية للعيان تجلّيًا أساسيًا عند اتصال ثقافة بأخرى، إذ يشرع كل فرد من كل ثقافة بمقارنة ثقافته مع 

بأنها ثقافة سياقّية كونها تعتمد اعتمادًا أساسيًا على التواصل غير اللفظي، ويمكن وصف بعض الثقافات كالعربّية  ثقافة اآلخر.

في حين تتسم بعض الثقافات بقلة اعتمادها على السياق واعتمادها على الكلمات. وال يجد المتحدث صعوبة في فهم محدثه 

 امتلك الكفايات الداللية والمعنوية الالزمة.أثناء التواصل الثقافي أي التواصل مع متحدثين ذوي خلفيات ثقاقية مختلفة طالما 

تبحث هذه الدراسة في قصور فهم المعنى الداللي البين ثقافي في دراما اجتماعية أردنية مركزة على أثرذلك في فشل التواصل 

دام اللغة عند من خالل محاولتها تحديد عناصر هذا القصور ومصادره في العربية واإلنجليزية وأثر العوامل الثقافية في استخ

  الناطقين وغير الناطقين بها.

  .أدب الكالم، علم اللغة االجتماعي قصور فهم المعنى الداللي، التواصل البين ثقافي،: الكلمات المفتاحية
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